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Abstract

A characteristic feature of the main phase of geomagnetic storms is the dawn-dusk asymmetric depression of low- and mid-

latitude ground magnetic fields, with largest depression in the dusk sector. Recent work has shown, using data taken from

hundreds of storms, that this dawn-dusk asymmetry is strongly correlated with enhancements of the dawnside westward elec-

trojet and this has been interpreted as a ‘dawnside current wedge’ (DCW). Its ubiquity suggests it is an important aspect of

stormtime magnetosphere-ionosphere (MI) coupling. In this work we simulate a moderate geomagnetic storm to investigate the

mechanisms that give rise to the formation of the DCW. Using synthetic SuperMAG indices we show that the model reproduces

the observed phenomenology of the DCW, namely the correlation between asymmetry in the low-latitude ground perturbation

and the dawnside high-latitude ground perturbation. We further show that these periods are characterized by the penetration

of mesoscale bursty bulk flows (BBFs) into the dawnside inner magnetosphere. In the context of this event we find that the

development of the asymmetric ring current, which inflates the dusk-side magnetotail, leads to asymmetric reconnection and

dawnward-biased flow bursts. This results in an eastward expansion and multiscale enhancement of the dawnside electrojet.

The electrojet enhancement extends across the dawn quadrant with localized enhancements associated with the wedgelet current

systems of the penetrating BBFs. Finally, we connect this work with recent studies that have shown rapid, localized ground

variability on the dawnside which can lead to hazardous geomagnetically induced currents.
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Key Points:13

• Global model reproduces correlation between ring current asymmetry and dawn-14

side electrojet inferred from hundreds of geomagnetic storms.15

• Analysis of the model reveals a dawnside current wedge mediated by mesoscale16

flow bursts and driven by an asymmetric substorm-like process.17

• Model reveals multiscale enhancement of dawnside electrojet with space weather18

implications due to rapid, localized ground variability.19
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Abstract20

A characteristic feature of the main phase of geomagnetic storms is the dawn-dusk21

asymmetric depression of low- and mid-latitude ground magnetic fields, with largest de-22

pression in the dusk sector. Recent work has shown, using data taken from hundreds of23

storms, that this dawn-dusk asymmetry is strongly correlated with enhancements of the24

dawnside westward electrojet and this has been interpreted as a ’dawnside current wedge’25

(DCW). Its ubiquity suggests it is an important aspect of stormtime magnetosphere-ionosphere26

(MI) coupling. In this work we simulate a moderate geomagnetic storm to investigate27

the mechanisms that give rise to the formation of the DCW. Using synthetic SuperMAG28

indices we show that the model reproduces the observed phenomenology of the DCW,29

namely the correlation between asymmetry in the low-latitude ground perturbation and30

the dawnside high-latitude ground perturbation. We further show that these periods are31

characterized by the penetration of mesoscale bursty bulk flows (BBFs) into the dawn-32

side inner magnetosphere. In the context of this event we find that the development of33

the asymmetric ring current, which inflates the dusk-side magnetotail, leads to asym-34

metric reconnection and dawnward-biased flow bursts. This results in an eastward ex-35

pansion and multiscale enhancement of the dawnside electrojet. The electrojet enhance-36

ment extends across the dawn quadrant with localized enhancements associated with the37

wedgelet current systems of the penetrating BBFs. Finally, we connect this work with38

recent studies that have shown rapid, localized ground variability on the dawnside which39

can lead to hazardous geomagnetically induced currents.40

Plain Language Summary41

During geomagnetic storms, electric currents in space can have a dramatic effect42

on the magnetic field on the ground, causing so-called geomagnetic disturbances (GMDs).43

Storm-time GMDs exhibit a lopsided asymmetry: dusk-biased near the equator and dawn-44

biased at high latitudes where aurora usually occur. This asymmetry has been interpreted45

as a giant wedge-like current system, a dawnside current wedge (DCW). Using a high-46

resolution supercomputer model, we successfully reproduced the DCW and showed that47

it occurred during a period of intense, localized flow bursts, akin to bubbles, on the night-48

side of near-Earth space. The bubbles’ buoyancy propels them from the nightside inwards49

toward dawn, driving intense currents into the Earth’s atmosphere. Our simulations sug-50

gest that the causal agent of these dawnside bubbles is magnetic reconnection, typically51

symmetric but skewed dawnward due to asymmetry in the ring current, a crescent-shaped52

population of energetic ions in space which intensifies during geomagnetic storms. Un-53

derstanding the cause of stormtime GMD asymmetry is not only important to charac-54

terize how electric currents bind the magnetosphere and upper atmosphere, but also to55

mitigate space weather hazards, as intense GMDs can disrupt and damage power sys-56

tems on Earth.57

1 Introduction58

A defining feature of geomagnetic storms is the depression of the geomagnetic field59

at sub-auroral, i.e. low- and mid-latitudes (Sugiura, 1961). During the main phase of storms,60

the magnitude of these depressions have long been known to exhibit substantial asym-61

metry in magnetic local time (MLT), with larger depression at dusk than dawn, while62

during the recovery phase the depressions are largely MLT-symmetric (Sugiura, 1961).63

The ground dawn-dusk asymmetry has traditionally been interpreted as a consequence64

of the longitudinal reduction of a portion of the westward-flowing ring current, called the65

partial ring current (PRC) as distinct from the symmetric ring current (e.g., Fejer, 1961;66

Fukushima & Kamide, 1973; Roelof, 1989). Fukushima and Kamide (1973) modeled the67

PRC as a wire current with a portion of the ring current diverted into the ionosphere68

in the post-noon sector, flowing eastward within the duskside auroral electrojet (AEJ),69
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and closing through field-aligned currents into the nightside magnetosphere. Within this70

interpretation the dawn-dusk asymmetry of the ground depression is the combined ef-71

fect of both the enhanced intensity of the duskside ring current and the duskside depres-72

sion within the interior of Region 2 (R2) sense field-aligned current (FAC) pair.73

That there is, during storm main phase, a ring current that is ’partial’, referring74

to the longitudinal asymmetry of the westward current, has been well established from75

ENA imaging (e.g., Roelof, 1989; Roelof et al., 2004) and in situ measurements (e.g., Ko-76

rth et al., 2000; Ebihara et al., 2002). However, the question of how this current closes77

has not yet been established. Early work focused on the ionospheric closure (e.g., Fukushima78

& Kamide, 1973; Roelof, 1989), but later work has also emphasized the non-negligible79

role of the eastward ’banana’ current that must flow in the magnetospheric equator on80

the earthward-edge of the ring current pressure peak (Sitnov et al., 2008; Liemohn et al.,81

2013; Stephens et al., 2016). Finally, some portion of the current may flow into the dusk-82

side and post-noon magnetopause current system (Sitnov et al., 2008).83

More recently, Ohtani (2021) conducted a statistical study utilizing SuperMAG (Gjerloev,84

2012) ground magnetometer data spanning ∼ 700 storms to test the original PRC in-85

terpretation, in which ionospheric current closure through the duskside AEJ is a core86

component. To this end, they used the SuperMAG ring current (Newell & Gjerloev, 2012)87

and auroral (Newell & Gjerloev, 2014) indices, to demonstrate that dawn-dusk asym-88

metry in the ring current index is only weakly correlated with enhancement of the dusk-89

side eastward AEJ. Instead they find that dawn-dusk asymmetry in the ring current in-90

dex is strongly correlated with enhancement of the dawnside westward AEJ. This led91

them to propose, as an alternative to duskside AEJ closure, a dawnside current wedge92

(DCW) model consisting of a Region 1 (R1) sense FAC pair entering the ionosphere pre-93

noon and exiting post-midnight with ionospheric current closure through the dawnside94

AEJ. In effect, the DCW is morphologically similar to a substorm current wedge (SCW;95

see Kepko et al., 2015)) but shifted dawnward. The statistical study of Ohtani (2021)96

built on previous work which found that during major storms the dawnside AEJ often97

enhances at postmidnight and then extends eastward (Ohtani et al., 2018). Taken to-98

gether, these results show that the DCW is a persistent and recurrent phenomena dur-99

ing storm main phase and therefore a fundamental aspect of magnetosphere-ionosphere100

(MI) coupling during geomagnetic storms.101

Understanding the closure of magnetospheric currents through the ionosphere dur-102

ing stormtime is crucial to explain the dawn-dusk asymmetry of stormtime geomagnetic103

disturbances (GMDs). Beyond this, building that understanding has practical implica-104

tions on human society and infrastructure. Fluctuations in the ground magnetic field caused105

by GMDs induce a geoelectric field (GEF) in the conducting Earth which can lead to106

geomagnetically induced currents (GICs), which can damage and disrupt power systems107

(see Pulkkinen et al., 2017, and references therein). As our understanding of hazardous108

GMDs has evolved, increasing attention has been devoted to the role of spatially local-109

ized effects (e.g., Pulkkinen, 2015; Ngwira et al., 2015) and rapid temporal variation, i.e.110

large dB/dt (e.g., Pulkkinen et al., 2011; Kataoka & Ngwira, 2016; Engebretson, Pilipenko,111

et al., 2019), in creating hazardous space weather. Additionally, recent work has high-112

lighted the importance of understanding dawnside/morning currents during stormtime113

as a space weather concern (Ohtani et al., 2018; Apatenkov et al., 2020; Schillings et al.,114

2022; Milan et al., 2023). In particular, statistical studies of the MLT distribution of large115

dB/dt spikes have shown a hotspot in the dawnside/morning sector (Schillings et al., 2022;116

Milan et al., 2023) and these spikes have been connected to dawnside auroral Omega bands117

(Schillings et al., 2022; Zou et al., 2022), a particular kind of mesoscale auroral form ex-118

hibiting undulations on the poleward edge of the auroral oval (see Forsyth et al., 2020,119

and references therein). Finally, a report by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI;120

EPRI, 2020) found that localized (∼ 200 km) GEF enhancements had the highest rate121
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of occurrence in the pre-dawn (0300-0600 MLT) sector and that these localized enhance-122

ments can have adverse effects on power systems beyond the enhancement itself.123

Turning now to this work, our intention is to investigate the DCW using global mod-124

eling. Specificaly, we first show that global geospace modeling can reproduce this ubiq-125

uitous stormtime feature and then use the model to identify the underlying causal pro-126

cesses, and their spatial scales, that lead to it. We note that here DCW refers to both127

the stormtime phenomenon, namely the correlation between dawn-dusk ring current asym-128

metry and dawnside auroral enhancement, and the interpretation of this phenomenon129

by Ohtani (2021) as a wedge current system. To this end we take as a case study, the130

well-documented March 2013 ”St. Patrick’s Day” geomagnetic storm and model this event131

using the Multiscale Atmosphere-Geospace Environment (MAGE) model (K. A. Sorathia132

et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2021; Pham et al., 2022). The MAGE model has previously been133

used to study the role of mesoscale processes in magnetosphere-ionosphere (MI) coupling134

(Lin et al., 2021; K. A. Sorathia et al., 2020) and dawnside phenomena during storm-135

time, specifically dawnside subauroral polarization streams (Lin et al., 2022).136

The presentation of our results in the remainder of the paper is organized as fol-137

lows. Section 2.1 describes the details of our simulation of the chosen event, a well-studied,138

moderate geomagnetic storm. We provide an overview of the SuperMAG geomagnetic139

indices, and how we calculate ’synthetic’, meaning derived from model data, indices in140

Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we show data-model comparisons of the SuperMAG indices,141

with MLT granularity, throughout the modeled event.142

Our main results are presented in Section 3 wherein we focus our attention to a143

period of several hours during which we find an instance of a DCW. We show that the144

model reproduces the phenomenology of the DCW (Section 3.1) and that the DCW in145

the model is connected to the penetration of dipolarizing, mesoscale flows into the dawn-146

side inner magnetosphere (Section 3.2). We then show contemporaneous observational147

data supporting the role of dawnside mesoscale flow bursts (Section 3.3). Concluding our148

main results, we present an analysis of global geospace current closure and the current149

budget governing the dawnside AEJ enhancement (Section 3.4). This is followed by a150

brief discussion interpreting our results in the context of stormtime geospace processes151

and the implications of our results for understanding GIC hazards (Section 4). Finally,152

we conclude with a brief summary of our results (Section 5).153

2 Methodology154

2.1 Simulation155

For our investigation into the DCW we use as a case study the March 2013 ”St.156

Patrtick’s Day” geomagnetic storm, a relatively modest storm for which there exists ro-157

bust in situ data and a substantial body of existing literature. We simulate the storm158

using the MAGE model (K. A. Sorathia et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2021, 2022; Pham et al.,159

2022). In the model configuration we use here, MAGE includes the global MHD model160

GAMERA (Zhang et al., 2019; K. A. Sorathia et al., 2020), the inner magnetosphere model161

RCM (Toffoletto et al., 2003), and the ionospheric potential solver REMIX (Merkin &162

Lyon, 2010). While each model has its own resolution and grid, which we discuss fur-163

ther below, we can take as a fiducial resolution estimate 600 km in the central plasma164

sheet and 0.5◦ in the ionosphere. In the remainder of this section we provide informa-165

tion about the configuration, resolution, and coupling mechanisms used. These details166

are broadly similar to those used in other applications of the MAGE model.167

Like LFM (Lyon et al., 2004), the GAMERA MHD grid is a warped spherical grid168

with: axis aligned with the Solar Magnetic (SM) X-direction; dayside extent 30 RE ; tail-169

ward extent 300 RE ; dawn-dusk symmetry with extent along the terminator 100 RE ;170

and spherical inner boundary located at 1.5 RE . The grid used here, termed ”OCT”,171
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uses 192×192×256 grid cells in the radial, azimuthal, and polar directions. The dis-172

torted nature of the grid allows the flexibility to concentrate cells in regions of interest173

while smoothly transitioning to coarser regions. The ”OCT” grid is 2× coarser than the174

”HEX” grid used in K. A. Sorathia et al. (2020), which reached ion kinetic scales in the175

plasma sheet.176

The inner boundary condition of the MHD simulation, at R = 1.5 RE , enforces177

zero-gradient conditions on the plasma density and pressure and for the velocity, Vr =178

0 with the transverse components defined via an electrostatic potential solution. The elec-179

trostatic potential is calculated by enforcing current closure of the MHD-derived FACs180

mapped to a thin-shell ionosphere at ≈ 120 km altitude along with a specification of181

the height-integrated conductance (Merkin & Lyon, 2010). In the simulation presented182

here, the electrostatic potential is calculated on an ionospheric grid of 0.5◦×0.5◦ res-183

olution with equatorward boundary set by the dipole mapping of the MHD inner bound-184

ary radius (1.5RE) and solved at a cadence of 5 seconds.185

The height-integrated conductance is specified from a precipitation model using the186

Robinson formulas (Robinson et al., 1987), with the correction described by Kaeppler187

et al. (2015). The electron precipitation model is described in detail by Lin et al. (2021),188

but we provide a brief overview here. MAGE uses a precipitation model that separately189

accounts for mono-energetic and diffuse electron precipitation. The mono-energetic pre-190

cipitation is derived from the MHD density, temperature and FAC on the inner bound-191

ary of the MHD simulation and is only present in regions of upward FAC. Diffuse pre-192

cipitation is informed in the inner magnetosphere by the energy-dependent losses applied193

to each energy channel of the RCM, which we describe below. In this way, we are able194

to capture eastward-propagating conductance enhancements due to localized energetic195

electron injections.196

Coupling to the inner magnetosphere model, RCM, is done in a manner that is broadly197

similar to Pembroke et al. (2012) with various improvements. In particular, we do not198

limit the coupling domain based on flow speed or plasma β, to allow the coupling do-199

main to better capture the ring current pressure peak during the main phase of a storm.200

Instead we fit an ellipse within the closed field region of the equatorial magnetosphere,201

based on the changing MHD field lines, along with the constraint that the equatorial mag-202

netic field strength be larger than 1 nT. This is followed by several iterations of smooth-203

ing of the boundary on the RCM’s ionospheric latitude-longitude grid. The spatial do-204

main of the RCM grid has a resolution of 0.25◦×1◦ in latitude and longitude, respec-205

tively. The RCM evolves the bounce-averaged, isotropic drift kinetic equations (Wolf,206

1983) by discretizing a plasma distribution function over a series of channels, defined via207

an energy invariant. In this work, we use 115 energy channels: 29 channels for electrons,208

with peak energy corresponding to ≈ 10 keV at geosynchronous; 85 channels for pro-209

tons, with peak energy corresponding to ≈ 100 keV at geosynchronous; and a single zero-210

energy channel to represent a cold plasmasphere.211

The RCM coupling is done at a cadence of 10 seconds, with updated plasma den-212

sity and pressure being ingested into the MHD solution with a characteristic timescale213

defined by the transit time of an Alfven wave along the local field line. Electron losses214

are calculated using a simple approximation of 1/3 the strong scattering rate, while ion215

losses are calculated using the estimated charge exchange loss rate based on the energy-216

dependent charge exchange cross-section (Lindsay & Stebbings, 2005) and an assumed217

geocorona density profile (Østgaard et al., 2003). The ions and electrons are initialized218

based on a combination of a plasma sheet and quiet-time ring current. The plasma sheet219

is specified by the empirical relationship of Borovsky et al. (1998). The quiet-time ring220

current is specified by an axisymmetric profile as in Liemohn (2003) whose total energy221

density is constrained by the DST at the start of the event and the relationship between222

DST and energy density given by Dessler and Parker (1959). The plasmasphere is ini-223

tialized based on the Kp-dependent empirical model of Gallagher et al. (2000). After ini-224
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tialization, boundary conditions are provided to RCM using MHD-derived flux tube-averaged225

density and pressure mapped to the RCM energy invariant grid and assuming a constant226

electron-ion temperature ratio. Sciola et al. (2023) recently presented a detailed data-227

model comparison for this event using the MAGE model, with a specific focus on the buildup228

of the ring current and its energy-dependent intensity.229

After a period of preconditioning the simulation is run starting from 00:00 UT on230

17-3-2013 (day-month-year) for a period of 30 hours. The solar wind boundary condi-231

tion is derived from NASA’s OMNIWeb 1-minute cadence data, with gaps in the data232

filled using linear interpolation. The solar wind conditions for the event are shown in Fig-233

ure S2. Full model output was saved at a cadence of 30-seconds. Dataset S1 contains the234

full model output during the 1-hour period, 10:00-11:00 UT on 17-3-2013, at reduced ca-235

dence, 5 minute, that is the main focus of our investigation. Dataset S1 along with its236

contents and format are described in further detail in the Supplementary Information.237

2.2 Diagnostics238

Throughout much of our analysis in this work we will make use of the indices in-239

troduced by SuperMAG (Gjerloev, 2012; Newell & Gjerloev, 2012, 2014). In particular240

SMR, SMU , and SML which are analogous to SYMH, AU, and AL respectively. While241

these are described in detail elsewhere, for convenience we will briefly summarize them242

here and discuss how we calculate synthetic indices from the model data. In what fol-243

lows we will use ∆BN to refer to the ground magnetic perturbation in the direction of244

magnetic north and λM to denote the magnetic latitude of the measurement. The au-245

roral indices, SML and SMU , are defined as the minimum and maximum, respectively,246

of ∆BN taken over the available ground measurements for which 40° < λM < 80°. The247

real power of the SuperMAG indices, however, is MLT granularity. For SML, and anal-248

ogously for SMU , there are 24 indices spanning MLT, SML-LT, which are defined sim-249

ilarly to SML but taken over sliding 3 hour MLT windows. For instance, SML12 is cen-250

tered at 12:30 MLT and uses the MLT window spanning 11:00-14:00. To calculate the251

SMR index, the first step is calculating the average of ∆BN/ cos(λM ) for |λM | < 50°252

over equally sized local time quadrants centered at midnight, dawn, noon, and dusk to253

construct SMR00, SMR06, SMR12, and SMR18 respectively. The global SMR is then254

defined as the arithmetic average of these quadrant-based SMR-LTs..255

To calculate synthetic SuperMAG indices from the model data we must calculate256

the ground magnetic disturbance, ∆B. To do this we follow the approach of Rastätter257

et al. (2014), effectively the Biot-Savart integral over the external currents in the model:258

JMAG, the magnetospheric currents from the MHD simulation; JION , the height-integrated259

ionospheric currents including both Hall and Pederson, from the ionospheric electrostatic260

solver; and finally JFAC , the field-aligned currents in the volume bounded by the spher-261

ical inner boundary of the MHD simulation, at R = 1.5 RE , and the spherical shell where262

the horizontal currents of the ionosphere are calculated, R ≈ 1.02RE . In this manner263

we calculate ∆B on a 0.5°×0.5° spherical grid on the surface of the Earth. Synthetic264

indices are calculated based on ∆BN , where the definition of magnetic north and mag-265

netic latitude assumes a centered dipole aligned with the SM-Z axis.266

When calculating synthetic indices based on model data we have the option to ei-267

ther use virtual stations based on the locations of the available SuperMAG stations, or268

to approximate full ground coverage using the entire densely populated grid we calcu-269

late ∆B on. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the synthetic SMR calculated in both ways270

along with the SuperMAG SMR. For convenience, Figure 1 also includes selected solar271

wind drivers from the full solar wind conditions depicted in Figure S2. While there are272

some isolated discrepancies between the synthetic indices, due to limitations of station273

coverage, we find them to be fairly minor. Figure 2 shows a similar comparison of SMU -274

LT and SML-LT, which shows more noticeable differences between synthetic indices when275
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Figure 1. Data-model comparison of SMR and key solar wind drivers. Comparison of the

SuperMAG SMR index, analogous to SymH, with synthetic indices calculated from the simu-

lation (a). Synthetic indices are calculated in two ways: using only synthetic measurements at

SuperMAG station locations (Stations), and by using all points on a dense ground grid (Full

Coverage). Also shown are solar wind density (b; left axis) and speed (b; right axis), as well as

IMF components (c). Full solar wind conditions are shown in Figure S2.

using virtual stations as opposed to full coverage. For instance, there are eastward-propagating276

features in SMU -LT (Figures 2a and 2c) that do not appear in the full coverage calcu-277

lation (c.f. Figures 2c and 2e), as they are caused by a sparse coverage region and its ro-278

tation. In most of the analysis that follows we will, when using synthetic SuperMAG in-279

dices, use the measurements of ∆BN on the full 0.5° × 0.5° ground grid.280

2.3 Data-Model Comparison of SuperMAG Indices281

Before moving on to our main scientific results, we present here a data-model com-282

parison of the SuperMAG geomagnetic indices for the event we are studying. In partic-283

ular, we show that the model is able to reproduce the overall stormtime phenomenol-284

ogy as measured by ground magnetometers and also the dawn-dusk asymmetries crit-285

ical to the phenomenology of the DCW as identified by Ohtani (2021).286
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Figure 2. Data-model comparison of SML-LT and SMU -LT. Comparison of SuperMAG au-

roral indices, upper (a) and lower (b), with MLT granularity to synthetic indices calculated from

the simulation. Synthetic indices are calculated using either: only measurements at interpolated

SuperMAG station locations (Stations; c and d), or by using all points on a dense ground grid

(Full Coverage; e and f). Time interval shown corresponds to the early main phase, the shaded

region in Figure 1a.
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We begin with a comparison of SMR, the SuperMAG analog to SYMH, shown in287

Figure 1. In the comparison of SMR, we see in both the data and the model a two-stage288

drop in the SMR, to −100 nT and subsequently to −140 nT, and an approximately lin-289

ear recovery beginning at 21:00 UT. We note there is an early discrepancy at the storm290

sudden commencement (SSC), which is primarily due to linearly interpolating gaps in291

the OMNI solar wind data used to drive the simulation (Figure S2). We also note that292

the model does not perfectly reproduce the two-timescale recovery phase, likely a lim-293

itation of how ring current loss processes are modeled. As described in Section 2.1, ring294

current ion losses are treated using an empirical geocorona model and the energy-dependent295

charge exchange cross-section. Ilie et al. (2013) showed that the recovery timescales vary296

substantially based on different choices of empirical geocorona model. Even if the true297

geocorona profile was known, small inaccuracies in the modeled ring current, in the ra-298

dial and/or energy profile, will be magnified in the predicted recovery due to the steep299

radial profile of geocorona density and energy-sensitivity of the charge exchange cross300

section. However, despite these caveats we do accurately reproduce the observed SMR301

over the course of the storm. In the remainder of this work we focus on the early main302

phase of this storm, the shaded region in Figure 1a, to investigate the DCW.303

Next we turn to a comparison of the auroral indices, with MLT granularity, SML-304

LT and SMU -LT shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2 the left and right columns are SMU -305

LT and SML-LT, respectively, and the rows, from top to bottom, are: the official Super-306

MAG indices; the synthetic indices derived from the model using only the virtual sta-307

tion locations; and the synthetic indices derived from the model assuming full ground308

coverage. The eastward propagating features in SMU-LT due to station coverage were309

discussed in Section 2.2 and here we will focus on the features in SML-LT that will be310

most relevant to the DCW.311

Comparing the dawnside SML-LT, in both data and model (Figure 2b and d) we312

find: periods of activation and eastward expansion of the dawnside AEJ, e.g. between313

9:45 and 10:30 UT; alternating with periods of relative dawnside quiescence, e.g. between314

10:30 and 11:15. In this overall morphology the data and model are in qualitative agree-315

ment, however we do note that there are quantitative discrepancies. Specifically, the model316

overpredicts the dawnside AEJ enhancement around 10:15 while it underpredicts the mag-317

nitude and duration of the AEJ enhancement seen in the data around 12:00. In the data318

we find a shorter, weaker dawnside AEJ enhancement followed by a period of quiescence319

and then a longer, stronger dawnside AEJ enhancement whereas this sequence is reversed320

in the model. This reversed sequence can also be seen in Figure S3 which shows SML321

and SMU in the manner of Figure 1a. In the first AEJ enhancement we find SML to be322

approximately −1250 nT and −1000 nT in the model and data, respectively, with qui-323

escent values of approximately −300 nT in both, followed by a second AEJ enhancement324

with SML reaching approximately −750 nT and −1250 nT in the model and data, re-325

spectively. In total, we find that the model reproduces the on-off-on sequence in the dawn-326

side AEJ and its eastward expansion, and the model reproduces the minimum SML dur-327

ing this period, albeit offset in time.328

Lastly, we return to the low-latitude equatorial depression as encapsulated by SMR,329

focusing on the dawn-dusk asymmetry shown by comparing SMR06 versus SMR18. To330

this end we define,331

∆SMR06 ≜ SMR06− SMR, (1)

with similar definitions for the other MLT quadrants, and332

∆06
18SMR ≜ ∆SMR06−∆SMR18. (2)

Figure 3 shows SMR06 and SMR18 from SuperMAG and the synthetic analog from333

the model, using the full coverage assumption. Here we find that the quantitative agree-334
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Figure 3. Data-model comparison of dawn-dusk SMR asymmetry. Shown is the difference be-

tween dawn and dusk SMR, ∆06
18SMR (Equation 2). Synthetic indices are calculated in two ways:

using only synthetic measurements at SuperMAG station locations (Stations), and by using all

points on a dense ground grid (Full Coverage).

ment is less striking than in the MLT-averaged SMR comparison, c.f. Figures 1 and 3,335

but the model does reproduce the core qualitative features of the interval. In particu-336

lar, Figure 3 shows that in the early main phase there are periods of dawn-dusk asym-337

metry in SMR followed by intervals of near-symmetry, i.e. local minima of ∆06
18SMR. Sim-338

ilar to the dawnside AEJ enhancement, we find an on-off-on sequence. At approximately339

10:30 UT both the data and model show ∆06
18SMR ≈ 75 nT, which decreases to ∆06

18SMR ≈340

25 nT at 11:15 UT and then rises again between 11:30 and 12:00 UT. Also similar to the341

dawnside AEJ enhancement, the model underpredicts the magnitude and duration of342

the second peak.343

In summary, we have shown that the model adequately reproduces for this event344

the global system evolution in the most typical stormtime index, SMR (Figure 1a); the345

temporal and MLT evolution of the auroral indices (Figures 2 and S3); and finally, the346

onset times, intervals, and approximate magnitudes of the periods of dawn-dusk asym-347

metry in SMR (Figure 3). The former is simply a typical data-model comparison, while348

the latter two are more discerning metrics that provide us confidence that we can use349

the model to diagnose the underlying physics at play during the DCW.350

3 Results351

3.1 Validating DCW Phenomenology in the Model352

The core phenomenology of the DCW as identified by Ohtani (2021) is the anti-353

correlation between dawn-dusk asymmetry in the low/mid-latitude stormtime pertur-354

bation, proxied by SMR06−SMR18, and the enhancement of the dawnside westward355

electrojet, proxied by SML06, as opposed to the duskside eastward electrojet, proxied356

by SMU 18. Using the synthetic indices calculated from the model data, as described in357

Section 2.2, we can verify that the model reproduces these relationships.358
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Figure 4. Phenomenology of the dawnside current wedge. Comparison of the dawn-dusk SMR

asymmetry, ∆06
18SMR (Equation 2; left axis), to auroral indices (right axis). All indices shown are

calculated from the model using ’Full Coverage’ ground measurements.

The correlation between equatorial asymmetry and auroral indices is shown in Fig-359

ure 4. From this it can be seen that in the model there are peaks in ∆06
18SMR at approx-360

imately 10:30 and 12:15 that last for approximately 1 hr and correspond to ≈ 50−100 nT361

dawn-dusk asymmetry. During both periods of equatorial asymmetry, there are clearly362

correlated dips in SML and that these dips are driven by the dawnside behavior, c.f. SML06363

and SML. Conversely, there is negligible correlation between the equatorial asymmetry364

and the duskside electrojet response, c.f. ∆06
18SMR and SMU 18. This shows that the model365

reproduces the phenomenology of the DCW as manifested on the ground.366

Expanding upon Figure 4, Figure S4 shows ∆06
18SMR against SML at local times367

spanning MLT. From this we find that the strongest correlations with ∆06
18SMR occur368

between SML03 to SML09, the full dawn quadrant, with weaker correlation spanning369

SML00 to SML12. The MLT extent and evolution of the dawnside electrojet can be seen,370

in both the model and data, in Figure 2. There we see both the enhancement of the dawn-371

side electrojet and its eastward expansion, eventually reaching noon.372

3.2 Investigating the Modeled DCW373

Next, we can turn our attention from validation to investigation and use the model374

to explore the geospace processes that occur during stormtime that give rise to the DCW375

and whether it is indeed a current wedge. As a starting point, we pick the period at 10:30376

which shows the strongest DCW behavior (Figure 4) and consider the geospace config-377

uration at this time.378

To provide an overview of the geospace configuration during the DCW, Figure 5379

shows a ’simulation at a glance’ plot taken at approximately 10:30UT, during the early380

main phase of the storm. The overview plot shows: equatorial ∆BZ (left panel); equa-381

torial pressure from the inner magnetosphere model (left panel inset); meridional pres-382

sure (right panel); and ionospheric FACs in the northern and southern hemisphere (top383

and bottom insets of right panel, respectively), oriented such that noon and dawn are384

right and down, respectively. An animated version of Figure 5 is available in Movie S1.385

Seen in the overview plot, and its evolution in Movie S1, is the penetration of dipolar-386
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Figure 5. Simulation at a glance. Snapshot of the simulation during the fiducial DCW.

Shown are the equatorial residual, i.e. non-dipolar, magnetic field (left panel) and the equatorial

ring current pressure from the inner magnetosphere model (left panel, inset). Also shown are the

meridional pressure (right panel) and the FACs in the northern and southern ionosphere (right

panel, insets). All plots are consistent in orientation in that the Sun is to the right. Movie S1

contains an animated version of this plot.

izing, mesoscale flows into the dawnside inner magnetosphere. The effect of these flows387

can be seen in the complex FACs in the dawnside R2 current. Figure S5 shows the state388

of the inner magnetosphere at approximately the same time as Figure 5 and demonstrates389

that these intruding flows are associated with depleted flux-tube entropy ’bubbles’ (Pontius Jr.390

& Wolf, 1990). These flows originate in the near-Earth plasma sheet (Movie S1) as bursty391

bulk flows (BBFs; Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1992). However, as we392

will primarily be focused on the consequences of these flows in the inner magnetosphere,393

as opposed to the plasma sheet, we will typically refer to them as bubbles.394

To better understand the MI coupling during these DCW intervals, we show in Fig-395

ure 6 a series of panels to illustrate the connection between flows in the inner magne-396

tosphere and their consequences on the ionosphere. The top panel, Figure 6a, shows the397

evolution of SMR and each quadrant-based SMR over the early main phase. The remain-398

ing panels, Figures 6b through d, are ”spacetime” plots which show various quantities399

calculated in the magnetospheric equator at R = 6RE and plotted as functions of MLT,400

excising the quadrant centered at noon, and UT, i.e. for a quantity Q401

Q(R = 6RE ,UT,MLT). (3)

For Figures 6b through d, respectively, the choice of Q is: ∆BZ , the non-dipolar comp-402

nent of the northward magnetic field; jV∥ , the FAC calculated using the Vasyliunas equa-403

tion (Vasyliunas, 1970); and finally, the precipitating electron energy flux into the iono-404

sphere which is used to inform the ionospheric conductance in the model (see Section 2.1).405

Figure S6 is identical to Figure 6 with the time range focused on the periods of peak ∆06
18SMR.406

The use of the Vasyliunas equation allows us to easily calculate the inner magnetospheric407

FACs at the R = 6RE arc, but requires certain assumptions like the negligible contri-408
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bution of inertial terms. In Section 3.4 we will show, by tracing the magnetic field back-409

wards from the ionosphere, that the assumptions of the Vasyliunas equation do not af-410

fect the behavior we identify here.411

Figure 6 illustrates that subsequent to both peaks in ∆06
18SMR, occurring at 10:30UT412

and 11:45UT, there are broad dipolarizations across all MLT with localized, dipolariz-413

ing flows on the dawnside. In particular, we note the similarity between the localized,414

dipolarizing flows on the duskside early in the storm (Figure 6b, 7:30UT) and the later415

dawnside penetrating flows. Turning now to the FACs, Figure 6c shows currents from416

the equator into the ionosphere as red and the reverse as blue, MLT centered at mid-417

night with the vertical direction corresponding to westward. With this orientation, red418

vertically above blue corresponds to R2 polarity. An undisturbed, wide R2-sense cur-419

rent system can be seen prior to 7:30UT and this system largely remains as a background420

throughout the time interval shown. This can be interpreted as the result of the pres-421

sure buildup of the ring current during the main phase of the storm. Next, we find that422

during the early period when duskside bubbles penetrate into the inner magnetosphere423

that there are a series of R1-sense ”wedgelets” (Rostoker, 2013; Liu et al., 2013) coin-424

cident with the individual flow structures. We find similar R1-sense wedgelets during the425

later periods of enhanced ∆06
18SMR and SML (Figure 4) and dipolarizing bubbles inside426

of geosynchronous (Figure 6b).427

Figure S7 shows a snapshot from the simulation at illustrating the connection be-428

tween dipolarizing bubbles and R1-sense wedgelets. It shows the colocation of the local-429

ized, dipolarizing flows and R1-sense FACs mapped to the magnetospheric equator from430

the ionosphere, without relying on the assumptions of the Vasyliunas equation. Return-431

ing to Figure 6c, we note that the evolution of these wedgelets trend westward consis-432

tent with the energy-dependent drifts of energetic ions. Finally, we turn to the precip-433

itating energy flux (Figure 6d). Here we find that during the DCW periods there are lo-434

calized precipitation enhancements and that they drift eastwards, consistent with ener-435

getic electron drifts.436

In summary, we have found that periods of dawn-dusk asymmetry in SMR are co-437

incident with the penetration of azimuthally localized, dipolarizing flows into the dawn-438

side inner magnetosphere followed by broader MLT-wide dipolarization. The localized,439

dipolarizing flows are colocated with pressure-generated R1-sense wedgelets and local-440

ized regions of enhanced precipitation which subsequently drift eastward. Figure S5 shows441

that these penetrating flows are associated with depleted flux-tube entropy and enhanced442

temperatures. Therefore, we interpret the model as showing that the DCW periods are443

characterized by the dawnside penetration of dipolarizing bubbles which lead to ener-444

getic particle enhancements in the inner magnetosphere.445

3.3 Observations During the DCW446

Our initial investigation of the modeled DCW (Section 3.2) highlighted the role of447

dipolarizing, dawnside, mesoscale magnetospheric flows. With these insights in mind,448

we now show that the model results are supported by contemporaneous data during this449

interval. Specifically, we will show: SuperMAG (Gjerloev, 2012) and GOES (Singer et450

al., 1996) data that supports dawnside, eastward-propagating dipolarization; and TWINS451

(McComas et al., 2009) and AMPERE (Waters et al., 2020) data which supports flow452

bursts penetrating into the dawnside inner magnetosphere.453

The evolution of the dawnside auroral electrojet can be inferred from the Super-454

MAG SML indices. Figure 7 is similar to Figure 2b but focused on the time interval we455

have investigated in the model (e.g., Figure 6). Additionally, we have added markers on456

the SuperMAG SML-LT index to show at each UT which ground station measures the457

strongest negative ∆BN deflection, with the location of the marker designating the MLT458

of the station and the color of the marker designating its magnetic latitude. The Super-459
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Figure 6. Role of the dawnside inner magnetosphere during the DCW. Shown are the model-

derived SMR and its constituent quadrants (a), and spacetime plots (b-d), functions of UT

and MLT (with noon quadrant excised), taken at R = 6 RE in the magnetospheric equator.

Spacetime plots show: residual, i.e. non-dipolar, northward magnetic field (b); predicted FAC

calculated using the Vasyliunas equation (c); and the precipitating electron energy flux which is

used to inform ionospheric conductance (d). Figure S5 shows just the period between 10:00 and

11:00 UT.
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Figure 7. SuperMAG measurements during the DCW. Figure shows real (not model-derived)

SuperMAG SML-LT index, c.f. Figure 2d, with markers added to denote at each UT the MLT

and MLAT of the station measuring the largest negative depression.

MAG data shows two periods characterized by the eastward-expansion of the dawnside460

AEJ, in both cases reaching noon or further, with an intervening quiescent period. Dur-461

ing periods of eastward-expansion of the dawnside AEJ, we also find that the location462

of minimum ∆BN moves poleward. Figure S8 shows a similar plot, with magnetic lat-463

itude markers for each MLT-hour. Similarly, we find that during this period of eastward-464

expanding dawnside AEJ, there is a broad poleward shift across the morning sector. Pole-465

ward shifts of magnetic footpoints are often considered a signature of dipolarization (Chu466

et al., 2015), consistent with the dipolarization of the inner magnetosphere we find in467

the modeled DCW (Figure 6). Additional support for the interpretation of a dawnside468

dipolarization is provided in Figure S9, which shows GOES data of the northward mag-469

netic field and the model residual magnetic field during this interval. During this inter-470

val GOES 13 is near dawn and GOES 15 near midnight. The GOES data shows two pe-471

riods of dipolarization inside geosynchronous orbit: the first begins shortly after 10:30472

and is observed by GOES 13 and not observed by GOES 15, consistent with an eastward-473

propagating dipolarization starting post-midnight; and a second dipolarization after 11:30474

observed first by GOES 15 and subsequently by GOES 13, again consistent with eastward-475

propagation.476

To better understand the relevant spatial scales in the magnetosphere during this477

period, we consider the plasma sheet ion temperature using ENA reconstruction based478

on TWINS data (McComas et al., 2009; Keesee et al., 2014). Previous work has used479

TWINS ENA reconstruction to investigate mesoscale plasma sheet structure (Keesee et480

al., 2021; Adewuyi et al., 2021) and the data we present here uses the same method. Fig-481

ures 8a and 8b show the ENA reconstruction during time intervals before and during the482

peak of the DCW. Most notable is that during the DCW we find 3 distinct, localized tem-483

perature enhancements on the dawnside inside of geosynchronous orbit (dashed circle,484

Figure 8d). The implied evolution between Figures 8a and 8b, the spatial scale of the485

localized enhancements, and enhanced ion temperature are all consistent with the in-486
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Figure 8. TWINS ENA reconstruction of ion temperature before (left) and during (right) the

DCW. AMPERE data at comparable times is shown in Figure S10.

terpretation of these as localized flow bursts penetrating the dawnside inner magneto-487

sphere as we see in the simulation. Moving now to the ionosphere, Figure S10 shows the488

(Waters et al., 2020) data-assimilated reconstruction of the ionospheric radial current489

at approximately the same times as shown in Figure 8. The AMPERE data shows a tran-490

sition from a more typical R1/R2 FAC pattern (Iijima & Potemra, 1976) to one in which491

there is an apparent disruption in the dawnside R2 current. This suggests either there492

is an actual absence of the R2 current or that there are near-balanced up-down current493

pairs below the typical 2.4 hr local time resolution of the AMPERE spherical harmonic494

fit (Anderson et al., 2014). The latter is consistent with what we see in the modeled iono-495

spheric FACs during the DCW, c.f. Figures S10b and 5 (right-top inset).496

In the model we found an eastward-propagating enhancement of the AEJ coinci-497

dent with the dawnside penetration of dipolarizing mesoscale flows. Here we have shown498

that all these features are supported by or consistent with contemporaneous observations.499

3.4 Geospace Currents During the DCW500

Having shown that the key phenomena we have identified in the model are consis-501

tent with and supported by contemporaneous measurements, we now return to the model502

to investigate the evolution and closure of geospace currents during the DCW. To this503

end we will again use ”spacetime” plots, functions of MLT and time, to connect currents504

in the equatorial magnetosphere to the dawnside electrojet enhancements.505

In the following definitions we make use of magnetic longitude, ϕ = arctan(YSM /XSM ),506

and an indicator function for closed magnetic field lines, 1C , which takes the value 1 if507

a given point is on a closed magnetic field line, defined as both endpoints of the field line508

connecting to Earth, and 0 otherwise. Here we define,509

JEQ(ϕ) =

∫
r<12RE

−J⊥,ϕ1C · rdθdr, (4)

where r refers to the spherical radius. In other words, we are calculating the cross-field510

current carried by closed field lines in the near-Earth region, r < 12RE , which we take511

as a proxy of the ring current and near-Earth portion of the cross-tail current. Defined512
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Figure 9. Geospace currents during the DCW. Shown are spacetime plots, functions of UT

and MLT, depicting: magnetospheric currents on closed field lines (a); FACs on open field lines

(b); FACs on closed field lines (c); ionospheric Hall current (d).

this way, the dawn to dusk cross-tail current and the westward ring current correspond513

to JEQ > 0. We calculate JEQ at a longitudinal spacing of 0.5◦.514

Similarly, within the ionosphere we define515

J C
∥ (ϕ) =

∫
J∥1C · r2 sin(θ)dθ, (5)

where the integral is taken on the ionospheric grid over all latitudes at the same 0.5◦ lon-516

gitudinal spacing as JEQ . The quantity J C
∥ represents the FACs carried on closed field517

lines, and we similarly define JO
∥ to quantify the FACs on open field lines. Defined this518

way, FACs from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere correspond to J C
∥ > 0.519

Finally, we define520

JAEJ (ϕ) =

∫
−JH,ϕ · r sin(θ)dθ, (6)

where JH is the height-integrated ionospheric Hall current from the simulation and also521

at 0.5◦ spacing. We take this as a proxy for the AEJ and its ground manifestation, al-522

beit an imperfect one as mentioned in the caveats below. Defined this way, westward cur-523

rent, as with the typical dawnside AEJ, corresponds to JAEJ > 0.524

The metrics we define above are shown in Figure 9. However, before interpreting525

these metrics there are several caveats to bear in mind. The plots are defined using MLT,526

however the MLT in the ionosphere will not precisely correspond to MLT in the mag-527

netosphere as the magnetic field is not axisymmetric. There can be appreciable bend-528

ing of magnetic field lines between the ionosphere and magnetosphere, particularly those529

that originate near the terminator. The plots of ionospheric FACs separate based on field530

topology and integrate over latitude which may have the effect of concealing some struc-531

ture. Sunward of the terminator, the closed field region carries the entirety of the R2-532

sense current while the R1-sense current is carried by both open and closed lines (Wing533
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Figure 10. Multiscale enhancement of the dawnside AEJ. Figure depicts similar data as

Figure 9 at the marked time (vertical line). Shown are the MLT-profiles of the ionospheric Hall

current (line plot, Equation 6) and net FAC, separating open and closed field lines (bar plots,

Equation 5) For net FAC, at each MLT if both open and closed contributions are additive, i.e.

both upward or downward, the bars are stacked. If the open and closed contributions partially

cancel, unshaded bars show the total contribution while the shaded bar shows the net value

colored by the dominant contribution.

et al., 2010). By integrating over latitude we see the net polarity of the current: R1-sense534

on open field lines (Figure 9b), as open lines only carry R1 currents; and R2-sense on535

closed field lines (Figure 9c), as closed lines carry all the R2-sense currents and a por-536

tion of the R1-sense. Finally, we use the ionospheric Hall current as a proxy of the AEJ537

while a more appropriate choice might be the divergence-free portion of the total, Hall538

and Pederson, current (eg., Untiedt & Baumjohann, 1993). However, during the period539

of interest we focus on here, the Pedersen currents are primarily meridional and contribute540

little to ∆BN on the ground. We outline these caveats for completeness, but they will541

not affect our analysis of the geospace currents during the DCW.542

Returning now to Figure 9, we consider the evolution of geospace currents and their543

closure. Recall that the primary DCW we are investigating occurs at 10:30UT, which544
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corresponds to T = 10.5 hours in the units shown. Prior to this, we see two important545

features in the magnetospheric currents (Figure 9). The first is that at T ≲ 9.75 hours546

there is an intensification of the current centered at midnight. This is followed by an abrupt547

depletion of the magnetospheric currents predominantly in the post-midnight sector. Con-548

sidering this in the context of Figure 5, which depicts a very dawn-biased dipolarization,549

we can interpret this as a substorm-like process which includes a nightside current in-550

tensification and subsequent disruption, albeit in this case highly asymmetric. At T ≈551

11 hours, there is a weak, MLT-symmetric current which corresponds to the MLT-wide552

dipolarization we find at R = 6 in Figure 6. We will return to the interpretation of the553

magnetospheric processes in Section 4, but for now merely note that we find the chain554

of events: intensification of the nightside currents, depletion or disruption of the dawn555

sector currents, and finally global dipolarization of the inner magnetosphere.556

Next we consider the FACs which connect the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Fig-557

ure 9b depicts a typical R1-sense polarity throughout the interval, with the main fea-558

ture being the intensification of the dusk and dawn currents in the period following the559

dropout of the nightside magnetospheric current intensification (T ≈ 9.75 to T ≈ 10.5).560

The intensified R1-sense current can be interpreted as enhanced return flow from the night-561

side to the dayside reconnection region. Within the closed field domain we find a sim-562

ilar picture to that shown in Figure 6, namely several R1-sense wedgelets on the dawn563

side which correspond to the dipolarizing bubbles entering the dawnside inner magne-564

tosphere (Figures 5 and 6b). The evolution of these wedgelets match the timing and lo-565

cation of the depleted nightside magnetospheric current (Figure 9a). Figure S7 shows566

an equatorial snapshot of ∆BZ and the ionospheric FACs mapped to the equator to demon-567

strate that these localized flows generate R1-sense wedgelets.568

Now moving to the AEJ currents in the ionosphere, we see from Figure 9d that the569

enhancements of the dawnside AEJ correspond exactly to the nightside depletion of the570

magnetospheric currents and appearance of R1-sense wedgelets. There is a high degree571

of asymmetry between the dusk and dawn AEJs, with alternating periods of dawn ver-572

sus dusk AEJ enhancement. Overall, the dawn AEJ enhancements are appreciably larger573

in magnitude than those at dusk. We find a strong enhancement of the dawnside AEJ574

at T = 10.5 hours, and further that this enhancement is multiscale. There is an over-575

all enhancement across the dawn quadrant and embedded, localized enhancements colo-576

cated with the wedgelets.577

To better show the multiscale nature of the AEJ enhancement, Figure 10 depicts578

what is effectively the information in Figures 9b–d, at T = 10.5 hours. From this we579

can clearly see the main AEJ enhancement extends from midnight to pre-noon and has580

a feeding current coming from both open and closed field lines and drainage current on581

closed field lines throughout the pre-dawn sector, with primary drainage current near582

midnight. Within the overall enhancement there is embedded substructure that corre-583

lates with the wedgelets we have identified as coming from BBFs. Figure S11, and its584

animated counterpart Movie S2, show similar information as Figure 10, but as a 2D snap-585

shot in the ionosphere. Finally, of note is the fact that we do not find substantial feed-586

ing current coming from the post-noon closed field region, which would be expected if587

the asymmetric ring current was directly entering and closing through the ionosphere588

to create the AEJ enhancement.589

4 Discussion590

4.1 Physical Interpretation591

With our main analysis complete, we now seek to interpret the geospace processes592

at play during the DCW. To better guide the eye we show in Figure 11 a more visual593

representation of the information in Figure 9 at two snapshots in time, before and dur-594
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Figure 11. Visualization of geospace currents before (a) and during (b) the DCW. Shown are

the residual magnetic field in the magnetospheric equator with arrows used to depict the equa-

torial currents. Inset rings around Earth show, from outwards to in: FACs on open field lines,

FACs on closed field lines, and the ionospheric Hall current. An animated version of this Figure

is available in Movie S3.

ing the DCW. In Figure 11 we depict the magnetospheric currents in the equator and595

in the 3 dial plots around Earth, moving from outwards to inwards, we show the FACs596

on open and closed lines and in the innermost ring the ionospheric Hall current. In other597

words, the three dial plots show the data in Figures 9b-d. An animated version of the598

visualization in Figure 11 is presented in Movie S3, and Movie S2 shows the latitudinal599

structure of the AEJ and FACs.600

Starting in the magnetotail, we see a clear difference in the cross-tail current be-601

tween Figures 11a and b. Specifically, we find the disappearance of the cross-tail cur-602

rent in the post-midnight tail and inward-propagating dipolarizing flows (see also Movie S3).603

Figure 11b highlights the connection between the magnetospheric bubbles and the MI604

coupling: the feeding current coming from both open and closed field lines pre-noon; the605

primary drainage current near midnight, coinciding with the duskside cross-tail current606

that is still present; and the wedgelet currents associated with individual flow structures.607

From Figure 11b we can also see a largely dipolarized inner magnetosphere near noon,608

equivalent to there being negligible equatorial current in that location, and that the west-609

ward edge of the duskside ring current is not associated with any strong FACs in the closed610

field region. This shows that the ring current does not flow from dusk past noon into the611

dawn sector, nor is it providing a substantial feeding current to the dawnside AEJ by612

closing through the ionosphere. This suggests that the primary closure of the asymmet-613

ric ring current is through the eastward banana current (Liemohn et al., 2013) and/or614

the magnetopause. Unlike in the PRC model of Fukushima and Kamide (1973) we find615

that the asymmetric ring current is not directly responsible for the dawnside AEJ en-616

hancement. However, we will argue that the asymmetric ring current plays an impor-617

tant indirect, and ultimately causal role in the dawnside AEJ enhancement.618
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The asymmetric disruption of the cross-tail current suggests a substorm-like pro-619

cess, but biased to the dawnside. Evidence for this can be seen in Figure 12, which shows620

the cross-tail current JY in the X = −10 RE plane before, during, and after the DCW.621

Prior to the DCW (Figure 12a), there is an intense cross-tail current with half-thickness622

≈ 0.5 RE . During the DCW (Figure 12b), where the SML06 is near its local minimum623

(Figure 4) there are signatures of a substorm but confined the dawnside. We note the624

abrupt disappearance of the dawnside cross-tail current and the expansion of the dawn-625

side magnetotail. The duskside magnetotail paints quite a different picture, with the cross-626

tail current largely similar to the pre-DCW configuration. This is consistent with our627

identification of the draining current of the DCW occuring at midnight (Figure 10) and628

the persistence of the duskside cross-tail current we find in Figure 9a and Figure 11b.629

This asymmetry soon disappears, as we find 30 minutes later a symmetric, more inflated630

magnetotail (Figure 12c). This post-onset configuration is coincident with the local min-631

ima of dawn-dusk SMR asymmetry, i.e. ∆06
18SMR.632

The unusual magnetotail configuration depicted in Figure 12 invites the question633

as to why such an asymmetric substorm-like process might arise in the first place. Here634

we find that the preceding asymmetric ring current configuration suggests an answer.635

Previous work has suggested that the magnetic perturbation produced by the ring cur-636

rent may inhibit reconnection in the magnetotail (Nakai & Kamide, 2003; Milan et al.,637

2009, 2021). Intuitively, we would expect a westward current segment in the equator to638

lead to a ∆BZ > 0 tailwards of the segment. In other words, the westward ring cur-639

rent inflates the magnetotail which inhibits reconnection. The asymmetric spatial dis-640

tribution of the ring current during the main phase, biased towards dusk, leads to an asym-641

metric inflation of the tail and, potentially, asymmetric reconnection when it does oc-642

cur. For reconnection happening far tailward of the ring current this asymmetry may643

have minimal impact. However, as the reconnection location moves earthward the im-644

pact of the asymmetric tailward inflation due to the ring current would be magnified due645

to the increased proximity.646

Recent observational work has identified near-Earth (≲ 10RE) reconnection dur-647

ing intense storms (Angelopoulos et al., 2020; Runov et al., 2022). In the context of our648

simulation, we find that reconnection begins at X ≈ −15RE (Movie S1, 10:10UT) which649

is Earthward of typical non-stormtime values, for which X ≈ −25RE is more represen-650

tative (e.g., Nagai et al., 1998). Prior modeling work has shown that near-Earth recon-651

nection produces more depleted bubbles, capable of deeper penetration into the inner652

magnetosphere (Lopez et al., 2009). In other words, if near-Earth reconnection were to653

occur in the presence of a dusk-biased ring current that would lead to particularly entropy-654

depleted, and therefore buoyant, dawnside bubbles. This suggests the sequence: dusk-655

biased RC leading to a dawn-biased substorm-like process, which leads to dawnside ion656

transport that reestablishes dawn-dusk symmetry in the RC. In this way, strong dawn-657

dusk asymmetry in the ring current may be, at least partially, self-regulating.658

Our interpretation should not be taken to suggest that any stormtime reconnec-659

tion would be dawnward-biased, as the ring current is not always asymmetric during the660

main phase and reconnection occurring far tailward of the ring current would be less af-661

fected by asymmetric inflation. Yet this interpretation does explain why dawnside bias662

would occur sporadically during the main phase of geomagnetic storms. Recent work has663

increasingly highlighted the role of the dawnside near-Earth plasma sheet magnetosphere664

during active periods. Adewuyi et al. (2021) used ground measurements in tandem with665

ENA and auroral imaging to study plasma sheet flows during a geomagnetic storm. Dur-666

ing the storm main phase, they identified numerous mesoscale flow channels that exhib-667

ited a post-midnight bias. The importance of ion access to the dawnside inner magne-668

tosphere during geomagnetically active times was also highlighted by (Lin et al., 2022)669

in their recent work explaining ”dawnside SAPS”.670
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Figure 12. Evolution of the cross-tail current. Shown is the dawn-dusk oriented magneto-

spheric current, JY , in the SM-YZ plane taken at X = −10 REat times taken before (a), during

(b), and after (c) the DCW.

Before moving on, we summarize our interpretation here. The precursor to the DCW671

is the development of a strongly dusk-biased ring current, a typical occurrence during672

storm main phase. This leads to asymmetric inflation of the magnetotail and the pref-673

erence for dawnside reconnection. When reconnection onset occurs, it is highly dawn-674

biased and results in strong flows on the dawnside, which transport magnetic flux and675

energetic particles. That transport occurs primarily in the form of mesoscale, dipolar-676

izing bubbles. The enhanced sunward flow from the dawnside magnetotail extends from677

the plasma sheet flanks, which generates an eastward-propagating enhanced R1-sense678

current, to the near-midnight flow that is diverted eastward around the inner magneto-679

sphere, which generates enhanced R2-sense current near midnight. These are the feed-680

ing and drainage currents, with their ionospheric closure through the AEJ mediated by681

the R1-sense wedgelets of the bubbles. The analysis we have conducted in this case study682

of the DCW has centered on a unique kind of substorm-like process which would be ex-683

pected to occur primarily during the main phase of geomagnetic storms.684

Ohtani et al. (2022) suggest four, non-exclusive scenarios for the DCW: dayside com-685

pression, enhanced convection, substorm onset, and electron injections. Within the pic-686

ture we find here, each of these processes can play a role as either causal, preceding, or687

secondary. As we describe above, our simulation suggests the onset of the dawnside-biased688

substorm -like process to be causal. Bubbles carrying energetic electrons into the inner689

magnetosphere, while not the originating effect, create an eastward-propagating conduc-690

tance enhancement through their precipitation. This effect can reinforce and augment691

the dawnward bias of the initial reconnection and trajectory of subsequent bubbles. In692

this way, if the substorm-like process is causal then electron injections are a secondary693

contributing factor. Both compression and enhanced convection can be interpreted as694

preceding, in that both can lead to a highly dusk-biased ring current. Dayside compres-695

sion causes the magnetopause to intersect ion drift orbits and results in magnetopause696

shadowing, the pre-noon absence of westward-drifting ions which escape the magneto-697

sphere through the magnetopause in the post-noon sector (Sibeck et al., 1987; Ohtani698

et al., 2007). Enhanced convection transports ions into the near-Earth plasma sheet where699

their tendency to drift westward also leads to duskward-bias.700

4.2 Space Weather Implications701

Turning away from the physical interpretation, we now consider the space weather702

implications of our results. Using a GIC measurement system deployed at high geomag-703

netic latitude, Apatenkov et al. (2020) found that the strongest GIC event over the 8 year704
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Figure 13. Dawnside BBFs and auroral Omega band during the DCW. Shown is a 3D snap-

shot of the simulation at 10:30 depicting equatorial residual field and the precipitating electron

energy flux into the ionosphere (inset). Field lines are traced from the ionosphere to the magne-

tosphere at an arc of constant latitude, with their seed points marked in the ionospheric inset.

The traced field lines are colored by FAC, with red and blue denoting downward and upward

currents, respectively.

monitoring period (2011-2019) occurred in the dawn sector during a geomagnetic storm.705

Large-amplitude dB/dt values are connected to space weather induced GIC hazards (Pulkkinen706

et al., 2017) and dB/dt itself has been proposed as a metric for an emergency alert frame-707

work (Kataoka & Ngwira, 2016). Statistical studies of dB/dt spikes in ground magne-708

tometer data have shown local time hotspots in the dawn sector (Schillings et al., 2022;709

Milan et al., 2023). In addition to temporal variability, spatial variability has also been710

a subject of operational interest as hazardous GEFs can be highly localized (Pulkkinen,711

2015; Ngwira et al., 2015; Engebretson, Steinmetz, et al., 2019). An operational study712

by EPRI (EPRI, 2020) confirmed that localized enhancements, defined as several hun-713

dred km, should be considered in GIC hazard assessments in the auroral zone. Further,714

they found that localized GEF enhancements primarily occur in the pre-dawn sector, 3-715

6 MLT. Numerous studies have connected hazardous dawnside conditions to auroral ac-716

tivity, specifically dawnside Omega bands (Apatenkov et al., 2020; Schillings et al., 2022;717

Milan et al., 2023; Zou et al., 2022). Omega bands are an auroral form exhibiting mesoscale718

undulations on the poleward edge of the auroral oval (see Forsyth et al., 2020, and ref-719

erences therein), and have been interpreted as the auroral manifestation of BBFs (Henderson720

et al., 2002; Andreeva et al., 2021).721

The DCW mediated by BBFs/bubbles would explain the dawnside hotspot of large-722

amplitude dB/dt and the pre-dawn preference of localized GEF enhancements. The con-723

nection between dawnside dB/dt and Omega bands would also be explained by the DCW724

with a mesoscale makeup. Figure 13 shows a 3D snapshot of the simulation during the725
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DCW and the precipitating electron energy flux, used in the calculation of the ionospheric726

conductance, as a simple auroral proxy. We find that the DCW in our model produces727

an ionospheric signature consistent with Omega bands and show with field line tracing728

the connection between the Omega band auroral form and the dawnside bubbles.729

Lastly, we remark that in our interpretation (Section 4.1) we find that dawn-dusk730

ring current asymmetry is the causal factor of the DCW. This suggests that large val-731

ues of ∆06
18SMR, the dawn-dusk SMR asymmetry, during geomagnetically disturbed pe-732

riods could be a leading indicator of potentially hazardous dB/dt in the dawn quadrant733

auroral zone within the next hour. A detailed study of the connection between ∆06
18SMR734

and dB/dt is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we show here a very simple ex-735

ample of how these may be connected. To this end we construct a dB/dt index analo-736

gous to SML-LT. Specifically, we define737

Ḃ(UT,MLT ) = max
s∈S

∥∂B⃗
s

∂t
∥, (7)

where B⃗s is the magnetic field measurement at a given station and at each MLT bin S738

are the stations used to calculate the SML-LT at that MLT. In other words, we are us-739

ing sliding MLT windows over auroral magnetometer stations and calculating the largest740

measured magnetic field variation.741

We show in Figure 14a and Figure 14b an example of this dB/dt index compared742

with SMR06 and SMR18 for the event that we have chosen for our case study. We note743

that this is using the SuperMAG data, and not the synthetic measurements from the model.744

For this event the largest and most persistent ground variability occurs in the dawn sec-745

tor and that there does appear to be a correlation between dawn-dusk SMR asymme-746

try, ∆06
18SMR and dawnside ground variability, Ḃ-06. To better highlight this relation-747

ship, Figure 14c depicts the two time series: ∆06
18SMR and Ḃ-06, the latter of which is748

plotted with both the direct calculation and with a 15 minute temporal smoothing win-749

dow. We calculate the two time series to have a correlation coefficient, c.c. = +0.69.750

We stress, however, that this is just a simple estimate taken from one event. Larger stud-751

ies utilizing more sophisticated correlation analysis would be necessary to demonstrate752

a robust correlative, and/or causal, relationship between these geomagnetic indices.753

5 Conclusions754

We have presented here a case study of the dawnside current wedge (DCW). Ohtani755

(2021), using SuperMAG statistics from hundreds of geomagnetic storms, identified a756

robust correlation between low- and mid-latitude asymmetry in the ground magnetic de-757

pression and the enhancement of the dawnside AEJ. They interpreted this as a wedge758

current system centered at dawn, the DCW. The ubiquity of the DCW during storm-759

time and connection to a persistent stormtime characteristic, namely the dawn-dusk ring760

current asymmetry, suggests the DCW is an important aspect of stormtime MI coupling.761

As such, we wish to verify that our global geospace model is able to reproduce this per-762

sistent, recurrent aspect of stormtime geospace. To this end, we have used the well-studied763

March 2013 ”St. Patrick’s Day” geomagnetic storm as a case study to investigate the764

DCW using the MAGE model. Using synthetic SuperMAG indices calculated from the765

model, we have showed that the model is able to reproduce:766

• Equatorial and auroral geomagnetic indices, with MLT granularity (Figures 1 and 2)767

• The dawn-dusk asymmetry in SMR, specifically: onset times, interval durations,768

and approximate magnitudes (Figure 3)769

• The core phenomenology of the DCW, namely the correlation between dawn-dusk770

SMR asymmetry and enhancement of the dawnside AEJ, proxied by SML06 (Fig-771

ure 4).772
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Figure 14. Connection between dawn-dusk ring current asymmetry and ground magnetic

variability. Shown on the left are the time evolution of SMR06 and SMR18 (panel a) and the

ground magnetic variability index described by Equation 7 (panel b). On the right (panel c), we

show the ground magnetic variability at dawn (as marked in panel b, orange line) with and with-

out a 15 minute temporal smoothing window as well as the dawn-dusk ring current asymmetry,

∆06
18SMR (Equation 2). The correlation coefficient between the two time series is +0.69. Note, all

the data shown in this plot are derived from SuperMAG measurements, not synthetic quantities

from the model.

To investigate the underlying processes at play during the DCW, we chose a fidu-773

cial DCW at 10:30UT, the period of peak dawn-dusk asymmetry and minimum SML (Fig-774

ure 4). In the model, this period was characterized by:775

• Dawnside disruption of the cross-tail current in the magnetosphere preceded by776

a period of symmetric thinning of the magnetotail (Figures 9a, and 12b)777

• Dipolarizing, entropy-depleted BBFs/bubbles penetrating the dawnside inner mag-778

netosphere preceding an MLT-wide dipolarization (Figures 6b, and S4)779

• R1-sense wedgelets spanning the dawnside inner magnetosphere and disrupting780

the dawnside R2 current system (Figure 6c)781

• Global enhancement and eastward expansion of the dawnside AEJ (Figure 2d) with782

embedded substructure corresponding to the R1-sense wedgelets of dawnside BBFs/bubbles783

(Figure 10).784

Based on our analysis, we then provided an interpretation of the DCW that con-785

nects stormtime dawn-dusk asymmetry of the ring current to dawnside AEJ enhance-786

ments (Section 4.1). We suggest that the development of a dusk-biased ring current asym-787

metrically inflates the magnetotail. This dusk-biased inflation inhibits duskside recon-788

nection, which results in a dawn-biased substorm-like process (Figure 12b). The dawn-789

side reconnection launches mesoscale bubbles across the dawnside plasma sheet and into790

the inner magnetosphere, which creates a multiscale enhancement of the AEJ (Figure 10).791

An important caveat here is that this interpretation is based on our case study. For the792

DCW, this is the first modeling investigation of any kind. Wider studies of stormtime793

MI-coupling are necessary to confirm our interpretation and to better quantify the rel-794

ative role of different contributing factors.795
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Finally, while our primary focus here has been on the physical understanding of796

stormtime MI coupling, we have also discussed potential space weather implications of797

the DCW (Section 4.2). Using an auroral proxy from the model, we find that the DCW798

creates signatures consistent with dawnside Omega bands (Figure 13). This suggests that799

the DCW can explain prior statistical work which found that there was a statistical hotspot800

of large ground dB/dt in the morning sector associated with dawnside Omega bands (Schillings801

et al., 2022). Further, the embedded substructure that we find in the dawnside AEJ en-802

hancement may explain why localized GEFs primarily occur in the pre-dawn sector (EPRI,803

2020). To support this, we calculate a simple dB/dt index analogous to SML-LT (Fig-804

ure 14) and show that there is a correlation between dawn-dusk asymmetry in SMR and805

large dB/dt on the ground at dawn.806

6 Open Research807

Full simulation output during the period of our primary analysis, 10:00-11:00 UT,808

stored at reduced cadence is included in Dataset S1 (K. Sorathia, 2023) and is available809

online at Zenodo (via https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8178574). This includes output810

from the magnetospheric, ionospheric, and inner magnetosphere models. The MAGE out-811

put data can be analyzed using a publicly available Python module (CGS, 2023), avail-812

able at https://pypi.org/project/kaipy/, or interactively visualized using open source813

scientific data visualization tools like ParaView (kitware, 2023) or VisIt (Childs et al.,814

2023). The format of the files and their contents are described in the Supplementary In-815

formation, which also includes an example Python script.816
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